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Let E be a finite dimensional vector space over the Galois  field GF(2). Let
lin(E) denote the set of one-dimensional subspaces of E. Let @ be the sym-
plectic inner product on E. Consider the elements of lin(E)  as vertices of a
graph, two vertices being connected exactly when they are distinct and ortho-
gonal with respect to 0. This graph is characterized abstractly.
1. INTRODUCTION: THE GENERAL PROBLEM
In the Foulis-Randall approach to the operational logic of an empirical
science (see [3]),  the notion of a sample space is generalized from the
classical Kolmogorov idea to be a set X together with a relation 1 which
is assumed to be symmetric and irreflexive on X.  The pair (X, 1) is referred
to as an orthogonality space. Whereas the Kolmogorov approach produces
only classical Boolean logics, the generalized statistics of Foulis and
Randall produce more general logics, including the non-Boolean ortho-
modular structures that underly conventional non-relativistic quantum
mechanics. Here, Xis the set of one-dimensional subspaces, the lines, of a
complex Hilbert space and 1 is the orthogonality relation among the lines
given by the inner product. Foulis has queried whether this orthogonality
space can be characterized by abstractly given internal properties of the
space alone.
In [2],  we studied algebraic generalizations of Hilbert spaces, namely,
quadratic spaces, which still produce orthomodular structures. A quadratic
space is a triple (k, E,  @)  where k is a division ring, E is a k-vector space,
and CD  is a non-degenerate orthosymmetric sesquilinear form on E. We can
consider the orthogonality space of lines of E,  lin(E) with the usual
orthogonality given by the form @, I(@), and ask if this orthogonality
space can be characterized. Though this problem appears quite difficult,
we present below a solution for a very special case. This is where k is the
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Galois field of two elements and @ is a symplectic form, that is, @(x,  x) = 0
for all x (see [l]).  The theorem is as follows:
THEOREM. Let (X, 1) be a symplectic orthogonality space. Then there
is a symplectic quadratic space (GF(2),  E, @) such that (X, I) is isomorphic
to  (WE), SW.
For definitions, the reader is invited to continue on. It should be noted
that, only with slight modification of point of view, this theorem can be
considered as a result in graph theory.
We gratefully acknowledge the aid and encouragement of E. Shult.
Without his incredible insight into finite geometries, this work would not
have been possible.
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
The proof of the theorem will be accomplished by a sequence of lemmas.
First some notation. If X is a set, 1 X 1 will denote the cardinality of X.
The union of disjoint sets will be symbolized U.
An orthogonality space is a pair (X, I) where X is a non-empty set and
1 is a symmetric irreflexive relation on X. For x in X, define xl =
{y E X 1 x 1 y} (the perp of x). Also define co(&)  = {y E X I x L y}\(x)
(the co-perp of x). Clearly each x in X yields a decomposition of the space X
into three mutually disjoint pieces: X = {x> u xl u co(xI).  We call x the
pivot of this decomposition.
Three distinct points (x, y, z) are said to form an odd triple iff for all u
in X\(x,  y, z} we have 1 vi n {x, y, z}l is odd (and hence equal to 1 or 3).
LEMMA 1. Let (x, y, z) be an odd triple. Then
(1) COW)\{Y,  4 = (Y' n WX'>\{Y, m w (z’ n bw>\{Y, z>l),
(2) w f--l Y'->\G> = (XL  n Z'>\(Y>,
(3) ~9  n z!- n CO(X~)  = 0.
Proof. (1) Let w E co(xl)\{  y, z}. Then w # x, y, z, and w L x.  Thus
w is orthogonal to exactly one of y or z. The other inclusion is clear.
(2) Let w E (x’ n y’-)\(z). Then w 1 x, w 1 y and so w is different
from x,  y, z. Hence w 1 z so w E (x’ n z’)\{ y}.
(3) is clear from definitions.
A triple (a, b, c) is a fundamental triple iff (1) (a, b, c} is an orthogonal
set, that is, a 1 b, b 1 c, and c I a, and (2) (a, b, c) is an odd triple.
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LEMMA 2. Let (a, b, c) be a fundamental triple. Then
(1) co(d)  = (bl n co(d))  LJ (cl  n co(d)),
(2) (~2 n bi)\{c}  = (a’  n cl)\(b),
(3) {b} w (bl n al) = {c} u (&  n al),
(4) bl n & n co(d) = 0.
Proof. (1) Note that co(&)  = co(&)\{b,  c} and use Lemma l(1).
(2) is immediate from Lemma l(2).
(3) Let w E (b} v (bl n a’-).  If w = b, then w E C~  n al so w E (c> u
(cl n al).  Suppose w # b. Then w E bl n ai. Now if w = c we have
w E {c} CJ (cl n al), so suppose w # c. Then w # a, b, c and w is orthog-
onal to a and b. Thus w 1 c, that, is w E & n 
& n co(d)  = c’~ n CO(U~),
(2) {c} u (cl  n al) = (c’} u (c’~ n al),
(3) either c = c’ or c 1 c’,
(4) (c} w CJ- = {c’} LJ  c’l,
( 5 )  &\{c’} =  c’l\{c},
( 6 )  co(?) =  co(c’I).
Proof. (1) By Lemma 2(l), cl n co(d) = co(al)\(bl n co(d))  =
P n co(d).
(2) By Lemma 2(3),
{c} u (cl n d) = {b} u (bl n a*) = {c’} w (c’l n d-).
(3) is clear from (2).
(4) Since C~  = (a} w (c’ n a’) u (cl n co(a”)) we have
{c} u CI = {u} u {c} u (cl n d) u (& n co(d))
= {a>  u (c’} u (IL n a’-) w (c’l n co(d))
= {c’} LJ c’l.
(5) is clear by (4).
(6) co(&) = X\({c}  u c’) = X\({c’}  u c’l) = co(c’l).
A triple (a, p, q) is a fundamental co-triple iff (1) they are distinct and
u 1 p, p ,,!  q, and q 1 a, and (2) (a, p, q) is an odd triple.
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LEMMA 4. Let (a, p, q) be a fundamental co-triple. Then
(1) co@“)\@,  4) = (p” n coW)) W (ql n co@‘)),
(2) a’npi  =alnql,
(3) pl n qL n co(ai) = 0,
(4) q1 = (ql n co(a”))  w (ql  n al),
(5) co(p’)  n al = co(ql) n aI.
Proof. (1) Note that
and
pL n co(al) = pl n co(al-)\{p, q}
q1 n co(al) = q1 n co(a”)\{p,  q}
and use Lemma l(1).
(2) LetwEalnpi.ThenwIaandpsow#qandsow#a,p,q.
Thus w 1 q so w E al n ql.  The other inclusion is obtained symmetrically.
(3) Use Lemma l(3).
(4) Note that q1 = q1 n X = (ql n {a}) w (qL n al) u (ql n co(al))
and q1 n (a} = 0.
(5) is clear.
LEMMA 5. Let (a, p, q) and (a, p, q’)  be fundamental co-triples. Then
(1) al n q1 = aI n q’l,
(2) either q = q’ or q I q’,
(3) 4%f}  = 4’%1,
(4) (9-L  f-7  coW>Nq’~  = (4”  f-7  4a’))\Gd,
(5) cl1 LJ qL = 4’l tJ  WI,
(6) co(qI) = co(q’l).
Proof. (1) is immediate from Lemma 4(2).
(2) Suppose q # q’. Then
q’  E co(a”)\{p,  q} = (p” n co(al))  w (ql  n co(al)).
But q’ y p so q’ E q1 n co(a’-)  whence q’ I q.
(3) Let w E ql\{q’}.  Then w J- q and w # q’ so that w # q, q’. Now
w E X = {a} w al w co(al). Note w cannot equal a. If w E al, then
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w E Q~ n q1 so w  E q’L and w # q so w E q’l\{q).  If w E co(&),  then, since
w # p, we have w E co(u’)\{p,  q’} = (p’ n CO(U~))  W  (q’l n co(u’)).  But
w $pl n co(ul)  since otherwise w  E q-‘- n p’- n COW) = 0. Hence
w E q’l n co(ul)  so w E q’L and w # q.
(4) Let w E (ql  n co(ui))\{q’).  Then w E qL n co(ul)  and w  # q’, q, p, u.
Now w E co(u’)\{p,  q’j and w $p’  n co(d)  as above so w E q’l n co(d)
and w  # q.
(5) Note
q1 = (4’ n d) w (ql n co(d))
= (41  n ~3 u W n coW))\W>l  u WI
= (q’l n d) w [(q'l  n co(d))\(q)] w (4’).
Now union on {q}.
(6) is clear from (5) and the canonical decomposition of X.
We next introduce the Shult counting functions. Let (X, I) be a
finite orthogonality space. Let a E X.  Define m,(x) = / x’ n ul 1 and
s,(x) = 1 x’ n co(d)I  for any x in X.
LEMMA 6.
( I )  m,unds,:X+[O,IXI]n(Nu{O}),
(2) m,(x) = m&4,
( 3 )  ma@)  =  I uL  It
( 4 )  %(4  =  0,
(5) ifx E al, then I xl I = 1 + m,(x) + s&x),
(6) if x E co(d), then ( x’-  I = m,(x) + s,(x).
Proof. (l), (2),  (3),  and (4) are clear from definitions.
(5) Note, if x E al,  then xl = (a) u (al n x’-) u (co(d) n xl).
(6) Note, if x E co(u’-),  then x’-  = (al n x’) CJ (co(d)  n xl).
A space (X, 1) is an NT space iff, for each x E X,  x’-  # q and
co(xl)  # 0. If x E X, the valence of x is I x’-  j, and the co-valence of x is
1 CO(X~)\.  A space (X, 1) is regular of multiplicity 01 iff I xl 1 = 01 for all x
in X.  It is called co-regular of co-multiplicity /3  iff I co(xI)I = ,f3  for all x in X.
A space is called point determining iff whenever xl = yl we have x = y.
LEMMA 7. A regular NTspace with theproperty that s,(x) > 0 whenever
x is in co(&) is point determining.
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Proof. Let X be such a space and suppose the multiplicity is 01. Suppose
ul = bl but a # b. First note m, = mb . Thus (Y = 1 ul 1 = m,(a) =
mb(u) = m,(b). Clearly b is not in aL. Then since b # a, b is in co(&)  so
a = 1 bi / = m,(b) + s,(b) = (Y + s,(b) so s,(b) = 0, a contradiction.
The space (A’,  1) has the triangle property iff every orthogonal pair of
points can be completed to a fundamental triple. A Shult space is a finite
orthogonality space which is regular and has the triangle property.
E. Shult has characterized all Shult spaces [5].  Trivial examples of Shult
spaces are the complete (or Boolean) space C, on n points, n # 2, and the
dispersed (or scattered) space D,  on n points. If a Shult space is also an
NT space we shall call it a proper Shult space. A space has the co-triangle
property iff every non-orthogonal pair of distinct points can be completed
to a fundamental co-triple. A proper Shult space with the co-triangle
property is called a symplectic orthogonulity space.
From now on, assume (X, 1) is a symplectic orthogonality space of
multiplicity 01. Note that (3) of the next lemma is essentially the argument
of Shult in [4].
LEMMA 8.
(1) X is co-regular of co-multiplicity /3  = 1 X 1 - a - 1,
(2) B is even,
(3) if a E bl, then s,(b) = p/2,
(4) if a E co(p’),  then s,(p) = (j? - 2)/2,
(5) ifx E co(u’), then s,(x) > 0. In particular X is point determining.
Proof. (1) is clear.
(2) and (3) Let a l. b. Then the orthogonal pair (a, b) can be
completed to a fundamental triple (a, b, c). By Lemma 2 {b) w (bl n al) =
{c} w (cl n al)  so 1 + I bL  n ul I = 1 + I C~  n ul I and so / bL  n a’ I =
1 cl n ul I. Thus m,(b) = m,(c). By Lemma 6, b E ul and c E ul imply
01 = I bL  / = 1 + m,(b) + s,(b) and 01 = ] ul 1 = 1 + m,(c) + s,(c). Thus
s,(b) = s,(c). By Lemma 2, co(&)  = (bl n co(d))  w (cl  n co(d))  so
1 CO(~)\ = 1 bL  n co(d)I + I & n co(d)j.  Thus p = s,(b) + S,(C) = 2s,(b).
We note in passing that m,(b) = (301  - I X I - 1)/2.
(4) Let a, p be in X with a L p and a # p. Then (a, p) can be completed
to a fundamental co-triple (a, p, q). By Lemma 4, ul n pL = u’-  n ql,  so
that m,(p) = m,(q). Also, by Lemma 4, we have co(u”)\{p,  q} =
(p’ n CO(U~))  v (ql n co(d)) so
1 COG - 2 = I pl n COG + j q1 n CO@%
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That is, /3 - 2 = s,(p) + s,(q). By Lemma 6, since p E co(&)  and
q E co(d),  01 = I pl I = m,(p)  + s,(p) and a = I q1 I = m,(q)  + s,(q).
Thus s,(p) = s,(q). Hence /? - 2 = s,(p) + s,(q) = 2%(p).
(5) Suppose x E co(ai) but s,(x) = 0. By the NT property, there exist
b E al.  By the triangle property, there exists c E ai such that (a, b, c) is a
fundamental triple. Now s,(x) = 0 means x is orthogonal to nothing in
co(al). But also x J a. However, x is orthogonal to 01 points of X.  Hence,
x is orthogonal to everything in aI. In particular, x 1 b, x 1 c but x L a,
contradicting that (a, b, c) is a fundamental triple.
LEMMA 9 (Uniqueness Lemma). In a symplectic orthogonality space,
any orthogonal pair can be completed uniquely to a fundamental triple and
any two fundamental triples have at most one point in common. Any distinct
pair of non-orthogonal elements can be completed uniquely to a fundamental
co-triple and any two fundamental co-triples have at most one point in
common.
Proof. First let (a, b, c) and (a, b, c’) be two fundamental triples with
c # c’. By Lemma 3(3), c 1 c’. By Lemma 3(6), we have co(&)  = co(c’l)
so for any x in X we have x1 n co(&)  = XI n co(c’l).  Thus s,(x) = s,(x).
In particular, 0 = s,(c) = s,(c)  = /3/2.  Hence ,k3 = 0, contradicting the
NT property.
Next let (a, p, q) and (a, p, q’) be two fundamental co-triples with q # q’.
By Lemma 5(2),  q 1 q’. By Lemma 5(6),  co(ql) = co(q’l). Thus
s,(x) = s,(x) for all x. Thus 0 = s,(q) = s,,(q) = p/2.  Hence p = 0,
again a contradiction.
If a and b are in X with a 1 b, the unique c in X such that (a, b, c) is a
fundamental triple is denoted e(a, b). If a and p are in X with a L p and
a # p, the unique q such that (a, p, q) is a fundamental co-triple is denoted
f(a,  p). The next is an immediate corollary to the Uniqueness Lemma.
LEMMA 11. Leta,bEXwithaIbandpEXwithaLpanda#p.
Then
(1)  e@,  b) = e(b,  4,
(2) f(a,P)  =.f(p,  4,
( 3 )  e@,  da,  b)) =  b,
(4) f(% f (4 P)) = P.
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Now let b denote some element not in X.  Let E = X w {o}. Define an
addition operation on E as follows:
‘(1) 0 + b = 0;
( 2 )  ifxEX,b+x=x+ii==x;
(3) let x, y E X;
(i) if x = y, define x + y = b,
(ii) if x I y, define x + y = e(x, y),
(iii) if x J y, x f y, define x + y =f(x, y).
Also define an action of the Galois field GF(2) on E by Ox = 6, and
lx = x for all x in E. Then all the vector space axioms for E are clear
with the exception of the associative law, which is considered next.
LEMMA 12 (Lemma of the Odd Triples). Let {x, y, z}, {x, t, IV>,  (w, y, p},
and {z, t, q} be odd triples. Then pl = q1 and hence by the point determining
property, p = q.
Proof. Let a E ql. Show a ~pl.  By oddness, it suffices to show a i y
and a 1 w or to show a J y and a 1 w. If a 1 t, then necessarily a 1 z.
Thuseithera 1 xanda 1 yora J xanda L y.Incasea  Ixanda I t,
thenaIw.AlsoaIysoaIp.IncaseaLx,thenaIwsinceaIt.
Also a 1 y so a 1 p. On the other hand, if a L t, then necessarily a k z.
Thus either a I x or a I y but not both. If a 1 x, then a 4 t implies
a 4 w. Also a J y so a 1 p. If a I y, then a ,j’- x so a I w since a 1 t.
Thus a 1 p. In all cases, a E p’. Thus q1 C pl.  Similarly pl C ql.
With the help of the above lemma, we can now argue the associative law.
LEMMA 13. t + (x + y) = (t +x)  +y.
Proof. First, if t = x = y, there is nothing to prove. Next, if any one
of x,  y, t is b, the result is clear so we may assume all are non-zero.
Case 1. Two of x, y, t are equal. The possibilities are: (i) t = x,
y different, (ii) t = y, x different, and (iii) x = y, t different. In
Case (i), (t + x) + y = y. If x I y, then t + (x + y) = x + (x + y) =
e(x,e(x,y))=y by Lemma 11. If xJ.y, then x+(x+y)=
f(x,f(x,  y)) = y by Lemma 11. In Case (ii), we need to show
y + (x + y) = (y + x) + y. But this is clear by the commutativity of
addition. In Case (iii), t + (x + y) = t + (y + y) = t. If y 1 t, then
(t+x)+y=(t+y)+y=e(e(t,y),y)=t.Ify,.lt,then(t+x)+y=
f(f(4 VI>  Y) = t*
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Case 2. All three of t, x, y are distinct. There are eight possibilities:
0) x I t, t I Y, Y I x, (ii) x J 4 t 1 y, y L x,  (iii) x I t, t L Y, Y dL x,
(iv) x +L  4 t I y,  y I x, (v)  x I t, t I Y, Y L x, (4 x ,L 4 t I y,  y I 4
(vii) x 1 t, t J y, y 1 x, and (viii) x 4 t, t 4 y, y I x. Note in Case (i)
we have t I e(x, y) and y J- &, x). Thus (x, Y, e(x, y)>,  {x,  t, e(x, 01,
W, 0,  Y, e(e(t, 4, Y>>,  and {4x,  Y),  t, 4, 4x9 YIN are odd triples.  BY
the Lemma of the Odd Triples, e(e(t, x), y) = e(t, e(x, y)); that is,
(t + x) + y = t + (x + y). In Case (ii), we have t .lf(x, y) andy Lf(t, x).
Thus  tx,  v,f(x,  ~11, ix, t,f(t,  x)1,  {f(x,  Y),  t, 4% Y>, t>>, and if(t9 4, Y,
e(f(t, x), y)} are odd triples. Again by Lemma 12 eCf(x, y), t) =
e(f(t,  x), y); that is, t + (x + y) = (t + x) + y. The remaining cases are
similar reductions to Lemma 12.
LEMMA 14. E is a vector space over GF(2) whose one-dimensional
subspaces are in one-one correspondence with the points of X.
Next, we introduce a symplectic bilinear form on E. Define
@: E x E---f  GF(2) by @(b,  x) = @(x,  0) = 0 for all x in E, @(x,  x) = 0
for all x in E and for any two distinct x, y in E\(b),  @(x,  y) = 0 if x I y
and 1 if x 4y.
LEMMA 15. @  is a non-degenerate symplectic bilinear form on E.
Proof. Clearly, @(x,  y) = c,P(y,  x). We claim @(x,  y + z) = 0(x,  y) +
@(x,  z). If x = b,  the claim is clear. If at least one of y or z is b,  it is clear.
Assume x, y, z all non-zero.
Case 1. y 1 z. Then y + z = e(y,  z). If x I y and x I z, then
x I e(y,  z) or x = e(y, z). Thus @(x,  y + z) = @(x,  e(y,  z)) = 0. But
also @(x,  y) = 0 and @(x,  z) = 0. If x is orthogonal to only one of y or z,
say y, then x J z and x 1 e(y, z). Then @(x,  y + z) = @(x,  e(y,  z)) = 1.
But also 0(x,  y) = 0 and @(x,  z) = 1. Finally, if x J y and x J z, then
x 1 e(y, z). Thus @(x,  y + z) = @(x,  e(y, z)) = 0. But also @(x,  y) = 1
and @(x,  z) = 1.
C a s e 2 .  yLz.Theny+z=f(y,z)ify#zandisOify=z.
For y = z, @(x,  y + z) = @(x,  6) = 0. Also @(x,  y) = @(x,  z) SO
0(x,  y) + @(x,  z) = 2@(x, y) = 0. Now suppose y # z. If x I y and
x 1 z, then x If(y, z). Thus @(x,  y + z) = @(x,  f(y,  z)) = 0. But also
@(x,  y) = @(x,  z) = 0. If x is orthogonal to only one of y or z, say y, then
x r f( y, z). Thus 0(x,  y + z) = @(x,  f(y,  z)) = 1. But also @(x,  y) = 0
and @(x,  z) = 1. Finally, if x 1 y and x ;L z, then x 1 f(y,  z) or
x = f(y,  z). Thus @(x,  y + z) = @(x,  f(y,  z)) = 0. But also, @(x,  y) = 1
@a/16/r-7
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and @(x,  z) = 1. By the NT property, no non-zero element of E is
orthogonal to all elements of E so @ is non-degenerate.
We now come to the main result.
THEOREM. Let (X, 1) be a symplectic orthogonality  space. Then there
is a symplectic quadratic space (GF(2),  E, @) such that (X, I) is isomorphic
to (lin(E),  I(@)).
Proof. Given such an (X, I),  construct E and @ as above. Then,
since the line space of E is essentially the same as (E\(o),  I(@)), the
identity map between E\(d)  and X establishes the isomorphism.
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